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Chris Hemsworth is one of the most successful actors in Hollywood, well known for
portraying comic book hero Thor in the Marvel Cinematic Universe franchise.  
Chris Hemsworth was born in Melbourne and saw quite a bit of the Australian country in his
youth, moving with his family including brothers Liam and Luke, to the Northern Territory
before settling down on Phillip Island, south of Melbourne. Chris was appointed Tourism
Australia’s Global Ambassador in 2015, showcasing his passion for our country and providing
an authentic Australian voice that helps communicate the country’s story globally.
Having nurtured a love for surfing over the years, Chris and wife Elsa relocated with their
three children in 2015 from Los Angeles to beachside town, Byron Bay, Australia, famous for
its pristine beaches and surf culture.

CHRIS
HEMSWORTH
Actor and Global Ambassador of
Tourism Australia
Based in Byron Bay, Australia
@chrishemsworth
@chrishemsworth
@chrishemsworth

Chris followed in the footsteps of other famous Aussies like Heath Ledger, Isla Fisher, Simon
Baker and Naomi Watts by becoming a regular on the Australian soap opera Home and Away
(2004-2007), whilst also competing on the Australian season of Dancing with the Stars
(2006). These appearances boosted his profile, leading to his first Hollywood appearance in
Star Trek (2009).
It was Chris’ role as Thor in the Marvel Cinematic Universe which thrust him to worldwide
prominence in 2011. Having reprised his character seven times amongst a top tier cast of
actors, he has only increased his presence in Hollywood. All the Marvel films were a critical
and commercial success, with Avengers: Endgame grossing $1.2 billion worldwide on its
opening weekend, making history as the biggest box office opening of all time. Chris has also
appeared in a number of other Hollywood films including Snow White and the Huntsman
(2012), Red Dawn (2012), Rush (2013), In the Heart of the Sea (2015), and Ghostbusters
(2016), Men in Black (2019) and Extraction (2020). Set to star in some highly anticipated
films, Chris will return as Thor in Thor: Love and Thunder and will co-star in the new
Mad Max prequel Furiosa. Chris will also be featured as the lead in Netflix’s forthcoming
psychedelic sci fi prison flick Escape from Spiderhead and Extraction 2.
Adding to his list of accomplishments, in February 2019 Chris launched CENTR, a
personalized digital wellness and fitness program. The app brings the best hand-picked team
of internationally renowned experts, including elite trainers, celebrity chefs, meditation
teachers and well-being experts to help one achieve their ultimate fitness goals.  

Beach And
Coastal
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BRAD FARMER
Founder of National Surfing Reserves
Based in Perth, Australia
@brad_beaches
@UR_BradFarmer

Brad Farmer is a world-recognised pioneer for the
conservation of oceans, waves and beaches.
Founder of multiple not-for-profit initiatives including Surfing Reserves,
Coastcare, Ocean Care Day and Surfrider Foundation, Brad has written
about Australian beaches for over three decades and examined most of
them firsthand. Brad has developed a model for UNESCO to recognise
significant coastal sites while continuing to engage coastal audiences
with his 101 Best Beaches project which aims to raise the international
profile of Australian beaches.
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BRINKLEY DAVIES
Social Influencer & Wildlife Conservationist
Based in Port Lincoln, Australia
@brinkleydavies
@brinkleydaviesofficial
www.brinkleydavies.com

Born and raised in Port Lincoln, Brinkley has a strong
affinity with Australia’s beach and coastal lifestyle.
Boasting a bachelor’s degree in Marine Biology, followed by an
impressive resume of volunteer work, diving, boating qualifications and
content creation, Brinkley represents marine and wildlife conservation
on a global level, and inspires many to follow in her footsteps.
Having founded her own registered charity and environmental NonProfit Balu Blue Foundation in late 2016, Brinkley now has a strong
focus on building the conservation projects within the organisation,
with a larger vision to create sanctuary zones around Australia. Brinkley
also founded the Two Songs Sanctuary, a private orphan native animal
rescue based on the Eyre Peninsula, which is home to Bunji, an orphan
kangaroo joey she found at the side of the road and raised by hand.
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BRUCE ‘HOPPO’
HOPKINS
Bondi Lifeguard
Based in Sydney, Australia
@bruce.hopkins
@lifeguardhoppoofficial
@lifeguardhoppo

‘Hoppo’ is the longest serving lifeguard at Bondi Beach,
where he has been based since 1991.
He is also head of the Waverly Council Lifeguards based in the Eastern
Suburbs of Sydney and stars in the hit television series Bondi Rescue.
A keen surfer since the age of six, he has completed many rescues and
saved multiple lives. In 2006 he won the Australian Lifeguard of the
Year award, and recently won two gold medals at the Australian Surf
Lifesaving titles. He spends a lot of time educating: he recently helped
produce a new animated swim safety series, Kangaroo Beach, and has a
podcast, Life’s a Beach, discussing water safety and mental health.
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EUGENE TAN
Blogger and Photographer
Based in Sydney, Australia
@aquabumps
@aquabumps
www.aquabumps.com

Eugene is the photographer and founder of Aquabumps,
a brand dedicated to celebrating Australia’s
coastal lifestyle.
Eugene captures spectacular images of Australian coastal destinations
which can be seen in his boutique photography gallery located on
Curlewis Street in Bondi Beach and various other retailers around the
world. Originally from Perth, Eugene can now be spotted most mornings
at his home beach in Bondi, photographing the perfect sunrise or
sneaking in a surf.
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SEAN SCOTT
Surf and Landscape Photographer
Based in Burleigh Heads, Australia

@Seanscottphotography
@SeanScottPhotography
www.seanscottphotography.com.au

Sean Scott is an ocean landscape photographer based
in Burleigh Heads, Queensland where he owns and
operates his own coastal lifestyle gallery.
His galleries in South East Queensland have been open for more than
12 years and he now finds himself travelling and taking photographs
all over Australia and the world. With a large and loyal social media
following, Sean’s passion is to share his experiences of Australia
through his photographs.
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TRENT ‘MAXI’
MAXWELL
Lifeguard, Firefighter and Television Personality
Based in Sydney, Australia
@lifeguardmaxi
@lifeguardmaxi
www.lifeguardmaxi.com.au

Maxi is one of the most recognisable and popular of the
Bondi Lifeguards featured on Network Ten’s reality TV
show Bondi Rescue.
Maxi started as a 16-year-old trainee, making him the youngest
lifeguard ever to patrol the world-famous Bondi Beach. He also
graduated from NSW Fire & Rescue in 2016, making him a qualified
firefighter. Maxi is also a published author, releasing his ‘Maxi the
Lifeguard’ educational, fictional, children’s book series aiming to save
young lives. To further his aim of teaching lifesaving skills to children
and young adults, Maxi founded social enterprise ‘Live Learn Survive”.
Maxi’s passion is helping people and with his positive, fun and friendly
outlook on life he looks forward to telling the world about the warm
welcome they will receive when they make the trip Down Under.
10
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Media
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ADAM HILLS

Australian Comedian and Radio and Television Presenter
Based in London, England and Melbourne, Australia
@adamhillscomedy
@officialadamhills
@adamhillscomedy
www.adamhills.com.au

Adam Hills is one of Australia’s most recognised and
adored comedians, celebrated for his unique take on
the late-night talk show Adam Hills Tonight and the
iconic music quiz show Spicks and Specks.
Adam is a five-time nominee of the Gold Logie Award for Most Popular
Australian TV Personality, and his stand-up shows have sold-out
theatres not just across Australia, but around the world. It’s no surprise
then that as one of Australia’s most successful comedy exports, Adam
has taken the UK by storm as the host of the multi-award-winning latenight talk show, The Last Leg on Channel 4.
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ANGELICA
CHEUNG

Former Editor-in-Chief of Vogue China
Based in China
@angelica_cheung

Angelica is the former Editor-in-Chief of Vogue China.
She holds a high reputation in China and reaches an
audience of over 5 million followers on her personal
Weibo account.
During her time at Vogue China, Angelica guided the magazine to
become an industry leader, and promoted Chinese models, designers,
and photographers to the world. Angelica is also the former chief editor
of ELLE China and Marie Claire Hong Kong.
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BRUCE MUNRO
British Artist
Based in London, England
@brucemunrostudio
@brucemunrostudio
@bruce_munro
www.brucemunro.co.uk

British artist Bruce Munro is best known for his
immersive large-scale light-based installations inspired
by his interest in shared human experience.
In 2016, Bruce debuted his first exhibition in Australia – ‘Field of Light’,
which saw the red desert at Uluru in the Northern Territory come alight
with 50,000 spheres of light. The award-winning exhibition has since
exceeded all expectations proving to be a stand-out drawcard to the
destination. This installation represented a spiritual homecoming for
the artist and the artwork which was originally conceived during a visit
to Uluru in 1992.
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CARRIE
BICKMORE
Media Personality
Based in Melbourne, Australia
@bickmorecarrie
@BickmoreCarrie

Carrie Bickmore is an Australian television and
radio presenter.
Carrie co-hosts Network Ten’s The Project and works alongside Tommy
Little for Carrie and Tommy on the Hit Network. Carrie won the 2015
Gold Logie for Most Popular Personality on TV and Silver Logie for Best
Presenter. In June 2019, Carries was awarded the Medal of the Order of
Australia for her services to broadcast media and her work with brain
cancer awareness through her charity, Carrie’s Beanies for Brain Cancer.
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CATRIONA
ROWNTREE
Travel Reporter
Based in Geelong, Australia
@catrionarowntree
@Catriona_Rtree
www.journeystocome.com/live/

Catriona Rowntree is widely known as ‘Australia’s Most
Travelled Woman’ having presented the Australian
favourite travel show Getaway for over 20 years.
In addition to her TV roles, Catriona has been able to utilise her
passion for community work as the Patron of the Arnott’s Foundation,
Ambassador for OCRF, Mission Australia and Phillip Island Penguins.
City-turned-farm girl, Catriona has created her own patch of paradise
in rural Victoria with her farmer husband James and children. Catriona
also runs an online travel blog and hosts a podcast, both titled; Journeys
to Come.
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Delta
Goodrem

Australian singer-songwriter and actress
Based in Sydney, Australia
@DeltaGoodrem
@DeltaGoodremMusic
@DeltaGoodrem
@DeltaGoodrem

Delta Goodrem is Australia’s very own and beloved
superstar.
Delta Goodrem is an artist in the truest sense – bringing stories to
life as a singer-songwriter, traversing stage and screen as an actress
and performer and by making giving back a focus in her life through
philanthropy. Delta has achieved multi-platinum selling status, nine #1
singles, five #1 albums, 17 top 10 hits, 12 ARIA Awards, a Silver Logie
Award & three World Music Awards.
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EDDIE PERFECT
Australian writer, performer and composer
Based in Melbourne, Australia
@edmundperfect
@eddieperfectpage

Eddie Perfect is one of Australia’s most diverse,
respected and prolific writers, composers
and performers.
Having made his mark in comedy, musical composition and
performance, writing and acting (both stage and screen), Eddie has
worked with some of the top creatives and has won multiple awards
for his work as both a performer and a writer. Most recently, his work
as a Composer of Beetlejuice The Musical on Broadway won him a
nomination for Best Original Score at the 2019 Tony Awards.
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ELYSE KNOWLES
Australian Model and Influencer
Based in Byron Bay, Australia
@elyse.knowles
@elyseknowlespage
www.elyseknowles.com.au

Elyse Knowles is an Australian model, ambassador,
entrepreneur, television personality and influencer.
Elyse has excelled in her career from an early age, earning esteemed
roles and ambassadorships for a collection of brands including,
Australia’s iconic retail leader, Myer. Elyse has continued to grow her
portfolio with roles in film & television, runway & high-end editorial,
working with renowned brands including: Seafolly, Calvin Klein, Tag
Heuer, Aveda & Vital Greens.
Throughout her growth & experiences in the fashion, entertainment
& property industries, Elyse’s varying successes have fuelled her
enthusiasm in regard to becoming an avid contributor in the
philanthropic space & an admired young leader in sustainable living
practices. Elyse is using her global platform to educate the public
& spread much needed awareness about giving back & taking
immeasurable care of our shared planet.
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FLIGHT FACILITIES
Musicians
Based in Sydney and Byron Bay, Australia
@FlightFac
@FlightFacilities
@flightfac
Flight Facilities
www.flightfacilities.com

From their debut 2010 singles “Crave You” feat. Giselle
Rosselli and “Foreign Language”, Flight Facilities have
accumulated over half a billion streams globally, and
scored three ARIA nominations and gold certification
for their debut album Down To Earth in 2014.
The pair have seen eight Hottest 100 placings, an ARIA-Award for their
2015 live album Live With The Melbourne Symphony Orchestra, and
widespread appreciation for their feel-good, dance floor beckoning
tunes that have seen them collaborate with superstars and blazing upand-comers alike, including Aloe Blacc, Kylie Minogue and Reggie Watts.
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GEORGE BYRNE
Photography Artist
Based in Los Angeles, USA
@george_byrne
@georgebyrneartist
@george_byrne

George Byrne is an Australian photographic artist
based in Los Angeles.
Born in Sydney, Byrne graduated from Sydney College of The Arts in
2001, travelled extensively, and then settled in Los Angeles in 2010
where he has been focusing on his photographic practice. Byrne started
using Instagram as a visual scrapbook in 2013, his gallery has evolved to
become an important and popular extension of his broader art practice.
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HAMISH BLAKE
Media Personality
Based in Sydney, Australia
@hamishblakeshotz
@hamishblake

Hamish Blake is a much-loved Australian comedian,
actor, and author from Sydney, New South Wales.
Hamish is best known for his work with Andy Lee as part of the
comedy duo Hamish & Andy, having established a solid domestic
and international fan base since teaming up in 2003. The pair have
performed live and on television and radio, most notably with their
drive-time radio program Hamish & Andy. The duo won a Logie Award
for their television program Hamish and Andy’s Gap Year. Hamish
has also won the Gold Logie Award for Most Popular Personality on
Australian Television.
Hamish has appeared on various Australian television programs,
including the Melbourne International Comedy Festival’s Great Debate,
Spicks and Specks, Rove, Thank God You’re Here and various prime time
news segments. Hamish burst onto our screens again in 2019 as the
host of LEGO Masters, which continues to be a rating sensation.
Hamish and his wife Zoe Foster Blake held ambassador roles for Tourism
Australia’s recent iterations of Holiday Here This Year – inspiring
Australians to explore their own backyard.
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IVA DAVIES
Musician
Based in Sydney, Australia

@Icehouseband
@ICEHOUSE
@Icehouseband
www.icehouse-ivadavies.com

Ivor (Iva) Davies is an Australian singer, musician
and producer.
Iva is the front man of Icehouse, one of the most iconic bands in
Australian history, which released 28 platinum albums, eight Top 10
albums and more than 30 Top 40 singles. Icehouse’s success spans
over many decades, with their second album featuring the unofficial
anthem for all Australians, Great Southern Land. Beyond Icehouse, Iva
continues to showcase his musical skills for films, ballet, television
and special events.
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JAMES TOBIN
Media Personality
Based in Sydney, Australia
@james_tobin
@james_tobin

James Tobin is a well-known Australian television
identity having worked on Channel Seven for over a
decade, most recently James appears on Better Homes
and Gardens as its tech and motoring expert.
Throughout his career James has hosted a variety of shows for the Seven
Network including Entertainment Reporter for Sunrise; Beauty and the
Geek; No Leave, No Life; Eclipse Music TV; Go Go Stop; Big Arvo; Sydney
Weekender; as well as featuring as a contestant on Dancing with the Stars.
James has travelled across Australia for the past decade to report on the
weather, developing a keen interest in landscape and nature photography
and becoming the official ambassador for the idyllic paradise Lord Howe
Island. James has long been a supporter of a variety of charities and
community organisations, including being an ambassador for Tour de Cure
– raising money for cancer research, support, and prevention.
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JESSICA MAUBOY
Singer Songwriter and Actress
Based in Sydney, Australia
@jessicamauboy1
@jessicamauboy
@jessicamauboy
@jessicamauboy

Jessica Mauboy is one of Australia’s most successful
female artists and originates from the Indigenous
tribe KuKu Yalanji.
Beginning her music career on Australian Idol in 2006, Jessica has sold
over 2.5 million units in Australia and achieved fourteen Top 30 hit
singles from three studio albums. She made history as the first
non-European solo artist to perform at the Eurovision Song Contest and
has been awarded numerous awards including the 2013 ARIA Award for
Best Female and the 2012 ARIA Award for Best Pop Release. Jessica also
boasts leading roles in internationally celebrated films such as Bran Nue
Dae and The Sapphires. Jessica is an active role model to the Indigenous
community in Australia with involvement in many organisations ranging
from mentoring, performing and education and has been nominated twice
for Young Australian of the Year in 2010 and 2013.
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JOOST BAKKER
Restaurateur and champion of no-waste living
Based in Melbourne, Australia
@joostbakker
@Joost-Bakker
@greenhousejoost
www.byjoost.com

Joost Bakker is a sustainable restaurateur, influential
botanical artist and leading designer who is at the
forefront of global sustainability.
The creator of hospitality venues Greenhouse by Joost and Silo by Joost,
as well as the building company Built by Joost, Joost has spent the past
two decades working on a multitude of concepts and products that
have encompassed sustainable design practices. Driven by making a
difference to the world, Joost’s innovations in building materials, waste
treatment and nutrition are attracting global interest.
In the heart of Melbourne he launched the Future Food System – a
zero-waste, productive house open to the public to tour and dine in. The
house grows all the food its two top chefs Matt Stone and Jo Barrett
cook, eat and serve, as well as generates its own energy. Through the
Future Food System, he hopes to highlight that sustainable living is not
only achievable, but aspirational, too.
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JORDAN AND
ZAC STENMARK
Australian Models
Based in Sydney, Australia
@jordanandzac
@jordanandzac

@JordanAndZac

The ‘Stenmark Twins’, Jordan & Zac are Australian
models who have worked with some of the biggest local
and international names in the business.
Discovered by Tom Ford in 2011, the twins have shot covers and
editorials for local and International editions of GQ, Vanity Fair,
L’Officiel Hommes, Vogue Hommes Japan, Hercules, and The Financial
Times. Jordan and Zac have featured on Dancing with the Stars Australia
and appeared as mentors in the 10th season of Australia’s Next Top
Model. They continue to grow their influence across a broad range
of areas and are currently living in New York pursing Film, TV and
Entrepreneurial opportunities with the global support from arguably the
world’s largest talent agent WME/IMG.
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JULIA BRADBURY
Television Presenter
Based in London, England

@therealjuliabradbury
@JuliaBradbury
www.juliabradbury.com

Julia Bradbury is a popular and highly versatile
television presenter with BBC and ITV, specialising in
documentaries, consumer affairs and other
factual series.
She is best known for her work co-presenting the BBC One programme
Countryfile with Matt Baker, BBC’s Watchdog and Planet Earth Live
programmes, as well as her work as a regular ITV presenter on prime
time shows including The Wonder of Britain and Britain’s Best Walks.
Julia loves travel and the outdoors and visited Western Australia in 2017
for a short-form-four-part digital video series entitled Just Another Day
in WA with Julia Bradbury. Later she travelled all across Australia for the
eight-part television series, Australia with Julia Bradbury, broadcast by
ITV in 2019. She is set to make a TV documentary following her cancer
diagnosis to raise awareness.
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KARL STEFANOVIC
Media Personality
Based in Sydney, Australia
@karlstefanovic_
@wakingupwithkarl
@karlstefanovic

Karl Stefanovic is an Australian journalist and
television presenter, well known as the beloved co-host
of Channel Nine’s breakfast program, Today.
Karl has more than 25 years experience in television and has worked as
a TV journalist in America, New Zealand and Australia. During this time,
Karl received the coveted Gold Logie for Most Popular Personality on
Australian television and the Silver Logie for Most Popular TV Presenter.
Karl has been at the forefront of some of the biggest local and
international news events including the Queensland floods, Christchurch
earthquake, Japanese tsunami, Canberra bushfires, the Bali Bombings,
the terror trials in Guantanamo Bay, the funerals of Ronald Reagan, Ray
Charles and Marlon Brando, as well as the Oscars and the Golden Globes.
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KATHY LETTE
Author and Journalist
Based in London, England
@kathy.lette
@kathyletteauthor
@KathyLette
www.kathylette.com

Kathy Lette is an internationally best-selling author,
first achieving success at the age of 17 with her first
novel Puberty Blues which was made into a major film
and a TV mini-series.
After several years as a newspaper columnist and TV sitcom writer in
America and Australia, she’s written 11 international bestsellers in her
characteristically witty voice. She is known for her regular appearances
on BBC and Sky news programmes. Kathy is also an ambassador for
Women and Children First, Plan International, the White Ribbon Alliance
and the NAS.
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KYLIE MINOGUE
Australian singer, songwriter and actor
Based in Melbourne, Australia
@kylieminogue
@kylieminogue
@kylieminogue

Kylie Minogue is the highest-selling female Australian
artist of all time.
Kylie Minogue began her career as a child actor on Australian
television, achieving recognition through her role in the television soap
opera Neighbours, before turning her talents to the music industry.
Kylie has achieved worldwide record sales of more than 68 million
and has received notable music awards, including multiple ARIA and
Brit Awards and a Grammy Award. She has multiple career highlights,
including performing during the closing ceremony of the 2000 Sydney
Olympics. She has performed several successful and critically acclaimed
concert world tours and received a Mo Award for “Australian Entertainer
of the Year” for her live performances.
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JASON DUNDAS
Media Personality & Entrepreneur
Based in Los Angeles, USA
@jasondundas
@ jasondundas.fb
@jasondundas
www.jasondundas.com

Jason Dundas is an LA based Australian TV host
and entrepreneur.
Jason is one of the world’s most in-demand and skilled live TV hosts,
fronting prime-time TV including; The X-Factor Australia, Entertainment
Tonight, America’s Best Dance Crew MTV, and Page-Six TV. In 2019,
Jason created the weekly entertainment TV show, The Watchlist for
Foxtel Australia. Always in search of adventure, Jason has worked in
more than 100 countries as a travel reporter on prime-time Australian
TV series, Getaway.
Jason also runs his own Hollywood-based video production company,
Dundas Media, creating authentic and engaging global video content
for brands and channels.
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LAURA BROWN
Author
Based in New York, USA
@laurabrown99
@laurabrown99

Laura Brown is an Australian born journalist and the
former Editor in Chief of InStyle, one of the world’s
most successful fashion media brands.
Laura has made an international career in fashion and media that’s
been characterised by her sense of humour and down-to-earth
perspective. Previous to InStyle, Laura spent eleven years at Harper’s
Bazaar, rising to the role of Executive Editor, and was Articles Director
of Details and Senior Editor at W.
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LINCOLN LEWIS
Actor
Based in Brisbane, Australia
@linc_lewis
@linc_lewis

Brisbane born and raised, Lincoln is an Australian
actor most well-known for his roles in Home and Away,
Underbelly, House Husbands, Tomorrow When the War
Began, and appearing as a celebrity contestant on
Hell’s Kitchen.
Outgoing and active, he is an avid photographer and videographer,
capturing stunning Australian vistas, particularly of beaches and coastal
scenes. Lincoln has worked previously with Tourism Australia, capturing
social content for use across his social media channels as well as Aussie
New Today.
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LISA WILKINSON
Media Personality
Based in Sydney, Australia
@lisa_wilkinson
@lisawilkins0n
@Lisa_Wilkinson

Lisa Wilkinson is one of Australia’s most admired and
respected journalists with more than 40 years in the
media industry.
Lisa was appointed editor of Dolly magazine at just 21 years of age. By
age 25 she was editing Cleo and doubled its circulation in a decade. She
is a powerhouse in Australian media and now hosts Network Ten’s newscurrent affairs and talk show The Project.
Lisa recently released her autobiography, It Wasn’t Meant To Be Like
This, and is also an incredible business mentor, mother of three and
wife to fellow journalist and author, Peter FitzSimons.
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LUKE HEMSWORTH
Actor
Based in Byron Bay, Australia
@hemsworthluke
@hemsdog

Luke Hemsworth is an Australian actor who is
known for his roles as Nathan Tyson in the TV
series Neighbours and as Ashley Stubbs in the HBO
sci-fi series Westworld.
Luke also stars in the American horror mystery Death of Me, and is set
to feature in the upcoming Thor film, Thor: Love and Thunder.
Luke is the eldest brother to fellow actors Chris and Liam Hemsworth,
who credit Luke with sparking their interests in acting. The siblings
originally hail from Phillip Island in Victoria, but all relocated to LA over
the last decade to chase international acting careers. Alongside wife
Samantha and their four children, the family now call the northern NSW
beachside town of Byron Bay home.
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MAGDALENA ROZE
Journalist, Food Writer and Cook Book Author
Based in Byron Bay, Australia
@magdalena_roze
@OfficialMagdalenaRoze
@magdalena_roze

An award-winning television presenter and
meteorologist, Magdalena is one of Australia’s most
versatile talents with an abundance of experience
presenting live television.
Magdalena’s experience includes co-hosting Network Ten’s The Project,
covering two Olympic Games, co-hosting the Australian Grand Prix
coverage, reading news and weather on both breakfast and prime-time
bulletins, and reporting nationwide on some of the biggest natural
disasters in Australian history.
Magdalena’s passion points extend from food, travel and wine to fashion
and all aspects of wellbeing. Inspired by the seasons and driven by
respect for nature, she is also an enthusiastic advocate for all that
is sustainable, artisanal, ethical and natural. She recently combined
her passion for climate and food as part of the team behind Earth
Hour’s Planet to Plate cookbook.
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MERRICK WATTS
Comedian and Media Personality
Based in Sydney, Australia
@merrickwatts
@merrickwattsofficial
@MerrickWatts
www.merrickwatts.com.au

Merrick Watts is an Australian comedian, television and
radio presenter best known for his time as part of the
comedy duo Merrick & Rosso.
After 10 years with NOVA, Merrick was signed to Triple M where he
hosted the national drive show, Merrick & The Highway Patrol. Merrick
branched out to demonstrate his versatility, acting and performing
in several Australian TV series on various networks, including The
Hollowmen and Underbelly, Thank God You’re Here, The Project,
and Hughesy We Have a Problem.
He recently appeared as a contestant in Channel 7’s 2020 militarythemed reality show, SAS Australia – and has taken on a role as
columnist for delicious. Magazine talking all things wine.
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PARINEETI CHOPRA
Bollywood Actress
Based in India

@parineetichopra
@ParineetiChopraOfficial
@ParineetiChopra

Parineeti Chopra is one of India’s biggest Bollywood
actresses with a highly engaged social media following.
In addition to her acting career, Parineeti is a humanitarian and
supports a number of charities and causes. She is also an avid diver and
has a keen interest for health and wellness, inspiring millions with her
YouTube video on her fitness journey ‘Built that way.’ Being a lover of
nature and adventure, Parineeti is passionate about exploring Australia
and sharing her unique adventures with her millions of fans on
social media.
In 2021, she featured in her first Netflix film The Girl on the Train,
a Hindi remake of British film of the same name, with many more
upcoming projects in the pipeline.
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PAUL HOGAN
Actor and Comedian
Based in Los Angeles, USA

Paul Hogan is an Australian comedian, actor,
screenwriter, and TV presenter, renowned for the film
Crocodile Dundee, which earned him both an Oscar
nomination and Golden Globe Award.
Paul developed and starred in The Paul Hogan Show (1973–84) and the
British film Hogan in London (1975) before turning his hand to writing.
Though he continues to work in films, Hogan has become familiar as the
voice of Australia in advertisements for the Australian tourist industry,
Subaru Outback, and Foster’s Lager.
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RENEE BARGH
Television Host
Based in Sydney, Australia
@reneebargh

Renee Bargh is an Australian entertainment reporter
and presenter.
Renee Bargh is an Emmy Award Winning television host, who recently
relocated back to Byron Bay after spending the past decade in Los
Angeles, co-hosting a number of red-carpet events and entertainment
programs including; Channel [V] and Extra. Having wrapped her role as
co-host for The Voice Australia and her stint on Dancing With The Stars:
All Stars, she recently joined Stan as their ambassador.
Renee is also a certified health coach and embodies all things health
and wellness.
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SARAH WILSON
Media Personality and Activist
Based in Sydney, Australia
@_sarahwilson_
@sarah8wilson
@_sarahwilson_
www.sarahwilson.com

Sarah Wilson is an author, activist and former
journalist and TV presenter.
With an impressive history as editor of Cosmopolitan Australia,
host of MasterChef Australia and founder of the largest wellness
website in Australia, IQuitSugar.com, Sarah also penned the New York
Times bestsellers I Quit Sugar and Frist, We Make the Beast Beautiful.
Admirably, in 2018 Sarah closed her businesses and gave all the money
to charity. She now builds and enables charity projects that “engage
humans with each other” and campaigns on mental health and climate
issues. Sarah ranks as one of the top 200 most influential authors in
the world and recently launched her own podcast, Make Your Anxiety
Your Superpower.
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SCOTT TWEEDIE
Television Host and Reporter
Based in Los Angeles, USA
@stweedie
@Scott_Tweedie

Scott Tweedie is an Australian television and radio
presenter and reporter.
Currently in Los Angeles hosting programs on the E! Network, Scott is
known for hosting the hit music television program The Loop, for his
work as a reporter on Studio 10 and hosting Prank Patrol.
He also hosts a live show on Instagram called Happy Hour and talks
to the biggest names in music and entertainment, having recently
interviewed comedian Jerry Seinfeld, Queer Eye’s Antoni Porowski, Kevin
Jonas and singer Jojo.
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Sibella Court

Creative director, interior & product designer, author & shop owner
Based in Sydney, Australia
@sibellacourt
www.thesocietyinc.com.au

With over 25 years of industry experience behind her,
Sibella Court is an icon in Australia’s creative scene.
Sibella evolved from stylist to designer upon returning to Sydney
from New York, applying her inimitable approach to bigger and more
permanent spaces. The hospitality spaces and high-end residences she
has worked on showcase her attention to detail and immersive style
which has been described by Condé Nast Traveler as ‘haute-bohemian’.
Some of these projects include Sydney’s Palmer & Co, Mr Wong, Hotel
Palisade and Bullo River Station.
In 2008 she founded The Society inc, a retail experience showcasing
her hardware range, homeware collaborations, sourced vintage furniture
& curiosities from around the globe and home to her design studio; a
place where the magic happens, bringing life to unique interiors and
designs for her hardware & product range.
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TEIGAN NASH
Media Presenter
Based in Sydney, Australia

@teigannash
@TeiganNash
@teigannash
www.teigannash.com/about-teigan-nash/

Teigan Nash is a TV Presenter, MC, Producer, Writer,
Content Creator and co-founder of Girls Who Glow.
Teigan has worked in the television and media industry for over 10
years. Her debut role was as a presenter and producer on Network
Seven’s Saturday Disney. She also presented and produced for the
2016 Rio Olympics for Network Seven, has reported for the Spring
and Autumn Racing Carnivals, is a host for Network Seven’s Sydney
Weekender and has appeared in several guest spots on morning shows.
Teigan has a passion for travelling and in the past few years has
obtained multiple ambassadorships including Tourism Australia and
Go-Pro. She is also founder of Girls Who Glow, a mental health
organisation based on promoting positive health and wellness
among women.
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TIM OLSEN
Art Gallerist
Based in Sydney, Australia
@olsengallery
@olsengallery

Dedicated to showcasing the diversity of Australia’s
best artists, Tim Olsen is one of Australia’s most
recognised and respected art identities and successful
gallery owners.
With galleries scattered throughout Sydney, Tim is considered an expert
in the art world and is a great advocate of Australian art. He not only
has supported the careers of many of Australia’s leading artists but also
has nurtured the creative lives of many emerging artists.
Tim has been strongly associated with many charities and is constantly
donating the gallery itself for fundraising events that include the
Royal Randwick Children’s Hospital, the St Vincent’s Hospital Curran
Foundation through to Oxfam to name a few.
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TIM ROSS
Media Personality and Comedian
Based in Sydney, Australia
@modernister
@modernister50

Tim Ross is a well-known Australian media personality,
performing on Nova for nine years as one half of The
Merrick and Rosso Show, helping to launch the Nova
network in 2001.
Tim has also enjoyed working on television, hosting shows for MTV, The
Comedy Channel, Nine Network and Network Ten. Along the way Tim
has picked up numerous ACRA radio awards, an Astra, GQ Man of The
Year award and an ARIA. In 2010 he released his first book, ‘Mum had a
Kingswood’ and is a contributor to Men’s Style Australia, Rolling Stone
and Sydney Morning Herald. Tim currently hosts his own radio drive
show each weekday from 4-6pm on 101.1 Mix FM in Sydney.
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THE WIGGLES
Band and Children’s Entertainment Group
Based in Sydney, Australia
@thewiggles
@The Wiggles
@TheWiggles
The Wiggles

For over three decades, The Wiggles have toured the
world delighting millions of fans.
The Wiggles were originally formed in 1991 when founder Anthony Field
had the idea to make a children’s album. Since then, The Wiggles have
made a resounding mark on the global stage, harnessing the energy to
educate and help children better understand the world they live in. In
this spectacular career, the band has sold over 30 million albums and
DVDs, 8 million books, as well as accumulating over one billion music
streams and 2 billion views on YouTube.
They have been awarded 13 ARIA Awards for Best Children’s Album
(which made ARIA history as the most awarded ARIA winner in the one
category), and inducted into the ARIA Hall of Fame.
The current Wiggles line-up includes Anthony Field (The Blue Wiggle),
Tsehay Hawkins (The Yellow Wiggle), Lachy Gillepsie (The Purple Wiggle),
and Simon Pryce (The Red Wiggle).
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WILLIAM BARTON
Didgeridoo Artist and Composer
Based in Mount Isa, Australia
@didgefusion
@William-Barton
@didgefusion
www.williambarton.com.au

William Barton is one of Australia’s leading didgeridoo
players and composers and is a powerful advocate for
the wider perception of his cultural traditions.
For two decades, William Barton has forged a peerless profile as a performer
and composer in the classical musical world, from the Philharmonic
Orchestras of London and Berlin to historic events at Westminster Abbey for
Commonwealth Day 2019, Anzac Cove and the Beijing Olympics.
Born in Mount Isa, he was taught the instrument by his uncle, an elder of
the Waanyi, Lardil and Kalkadunga tribes of western Queensland. At 17
years of age, William played his first classical concert with the Queensland
Symphony Orchestra and is now one of the world’s leading musicians. In
2012, William won an ARIA Music Award for the Best Classical Album. A
proud Kalkadungu man, he was recently recognised for his outstanding
and sustained contributions to music as he was the 2021 recipient of the
Don Banks Music Award.
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Michael ‘Wippa’
Wipfli
Media Personality
Based in Sydney, Australia
@wippa1
@wippa

Michael “Wippa” Wipfli is an Australian radio presenter
on the Nova 969 breakfast show Fitzy and Wippa with
Ryan Fitzgerald, a show that has consistently ranked
number one the past few years.
A comedic genius – Wippa is known for his spontaneous actions and ‘give
it a go’ attitude, with his on-air time having seen him make it into the
Guinness Book of Records, as well as sharing his vocal and song writing
skills by serenading some of the world’s biggest stars and competing in
Fitzy and Wippa’s famous on-air rap battles against the biggest names in
the music industry. No stranger to TV, Wippa has also created and hosted
two separate one-off TV specials with Nova and Network Ten and has cohosted the series of 20 to One on the Nine Network.
When he’s not appearing in or creating shows, Wippa spends his time
with his wife Lisa and their two sons Theodore and Jack.
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ZOË FOSTER BLAKE
Media Personality, Author, Beauty Guru & Entrepreneur
Based in Sydney, Australia
@zotheysay
@zotheysay
www.zotheysay.com

Zoë Foster Blake is one of Australia’s favourite writers –
and since she launched her skin care brand, Go-To, has
become one of the country’s most successful female
entrepreneurs.
Zoë was born in Bowral, New South Wales and raise in Bundanoon.
She has been well known as a published writer and columnist since
2002 and has written eleven books – one of which was picked up for a
television series on Network Ten.
Zoë is a proud ambassador for Look Good... Feel Better and partners
with Reforest Now and Children’s Ground via her business Go-To.
Zoë and her husband Hamish Blake held ambassador roles for
Tourism Australia’s recent iterations of Holiday Here This Year –
inspiring Australians to explore their own backyard amidst the
severe effects COVID-19 and the 2019/20 Bushfire Season had on the
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Business

ANN SHERRY
Executive Chair
Based in Sydney, Australia

Ann is the former Executive Chair of Carnival Australia,
one of the largest vacation companies in the world.
She is a great advocate of tourism in Australia and a forward thinker
in human resources and workplace equality. Former CEO of Westpac
New Zealand; and the Bank of Melbourne and Group Executive, People &
Performance; Ann was awarded an Order of Australia for her corporate
contributions to the Australian community.
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DICK SMITH
Entrepreneur
Based in Sydney, Australia

@dicksmithfairgo
@dicksmithfairgo
www.dicksmithfairgo.com.au

Richard ‘Dick’ Smith AC is an Australian entrepreneur,
record-breaking aviator, philanthropist and
political activist.
Dick holds a number of aviation world records and was the founder
of Dick Smith Electronics, Australian Geographic and Dick Smith Foods.
He is one of Australia’s most well-known and respected personalities.
So much so, that in 2005 the National Trust nominated him as one of
‘Australia’s Living Treasures.’
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MIKE CANNON
BROOKES
Co-founder of Atlassian
Based in Sydney, Australia
@mcannonbrookes
Mike Cannon-Brookes

Michael Cannon-Brookes is the Australian co-founder of
the software company Atlassian.
Atlassian, which has no sales team, boasts NASA, Tesla and SpaceX as
customers. In 2017 Michael started working with Elon Musk to bring
Musk’s battery technology to southern Australia, which was suffering a
power crisis. Michael has been a vocal advocate for reducing Australia’s
reliance on fossil fuels, in favour of renewable energy sources.
Michael is passionate about protecting the environment and saving the
planet. He lives and breathes sustainability in personal and business
life, and is one of the trail blazers seeking to alleviate climate change.
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Fashion

CAMILLA FRANKS
Fashion Designer
Based in Sydney, Australia
@camillawithlove
@Camillawithlove
@camillawithlove
au.camilla.com/

Since launching her label over a decade ago, Camilla
Franks continues to be internationally recognised as a
designer who has a unique approach to creating colourful,
playful and luxurious lifestyle fashion statements.
Camilla’s signature colourful and handmade graphic prints take centre
stage in each of her product ranges which are distributed in over
250 high-end boutiques and luxury department stores worldwide
including Harrod’s, Bloomingdales, Selfridges, Nordstrom and SAKS, plus
numerous flagships stores across Australia. Camilla has an ever-growing
list of celebrity supporters including; Oprah Winfrey, Lily Allen, Kim
Cattrall, Fergie, Beyoncé and Gwen Stefani.
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KYM ELLERY
Fashion Designer
Based in Paris, France
@kymellery

Born in Perth, Kym Ellery is a renowned Australian
fashion designer best known for her fashion label, Ellery.
After completing a certificate of Fashion Design in Perth, Kym studied
Fashion Illustration and Sketchbook Building at the highly acclaimed
fashion school, Central St. Martins. She worked on the creative team
at Russh magazine, watching the magazine rapidly develop into one
of the most cutting edge and renowned fashion titles in Australia.
International coverage of Ellery thrusted the label to the elite end of
Australian designers, from Madonna’s Stylist to Vogue and Harpers, to
dressing some of the world’s top models and extremely influential women,
Kym has become one of Australia’s most celebrated fashion icons.
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NICKY AND SIMONE
ZIMMERMAN
Fashion Designers
Based in Sydney, Australia

@zimmermann
@ZIMMERMANN.Sydney

@zimmermann_
www.zimmermannwear.com

Sisters Nicky and Simone Zimmermann run one of
Australia’s most successful high-end fashion labels,
Zimmermann.
Zimmermann began with Nicky designing dresses and selling them at
Paddington markets in Sydney and has now evolved to encompass a
number of stand-alone stores across Australia and the USA including
flagship stores on Mercer St in New York and Melrose Place in Los
Angeles. In Australia and abroad, the label receives extensive editorial
coverage and has graced the pages of magazines including: Vogue,
Harpers Bazaar, Elle, W, Glamour, Nylon and Marie Claire.
Zimmermann have been the recipient of multiple fashion awards
including the Australian Fashion Laureate and Best Swim Designer - Prix
de Marie Claire, to name a few. Nicky and Simone have also been the
fashion mentor for the Qantas Spirit of Australia Youth Awards.
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Food

ADAM LIAW
Celebrity Chef
Based in Sydney, Australia
@adamliaw
@adamliaw
@adamliaw
adamliaw.com

Adan Liaw
@AdamLiaw1

Adam Liaw is a cook, TV presenter and author, best
known as the winner of MasterChef Australia 2010.
Adam’s triumph on the hit show still remains the
most watched non-sporting event in Australian
television history.
Adam has lived and worked all around the world including China,
Australia, Malaysia, New Zealand, India and most recently a seven-year
stint in Tokyo, Japan. His eclectic upbringing and life experiences have
given Adam a passion for authentic Asian cuisine. Adam is the author
of five cookbooks and host of the television series, Destination Flavour,
which travels through Australia, New Zealand, Japan, Scandinavia and
Singapore, and won the 2016 AACTA award for Best Lifestyle Television
Program. Adam is also UNICEF Australia’s National Ambassador
for Nutrition.
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ANDY ALLEN
Celebrity Chef
Based in Sydney, Australia
@andyallencooks
@andyallencooks
@andyallencooks

Andrew Allen is an Australian Chef, notable for being
the youngest winner of MasterChef Australia in 2012.
After his national win, Andy had gained a strong desire to learn as
much as he could about food. He reached out to Mark and Darren (The
Ducks) who he had met through the show and took a role down at Three
Blue Ducks Pop Up at Falls Creek in 2013. Then in 2016 Andy officially
became part of the group, becoming a co-owner of Three Blue Ducks
Rosebery. Andy has since become an internationally recognised star,
building an empire through multiple ambassadorships, book deals,
TV series and sitting as a judge on the show that got him started;
MasterChef Australia.
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ANALIESE GREGORY
Chef
Based in Hobart, Australia
@analiesegregory
@AnalieseGregory

Analiese Gregory is one of the most exciting young
talents on the Australian culinary scene right now.
Having trained at some of New Zealand’s best restaurants, Analiese has
travelled wide to gain experience in prestigious restaurants such as
The Ledbury, Le Meurice and Mugaritz. Settling in Sydney, she worked
amongst stellar teams at both Quay and ACME. In 2016, Analiese
opened Bar Brosé, before switching her focus to David Moyle’s acclaimed
restaurant Franklin in Hobart. Analiese is a passionate gardener and
an avid forager, working with small producers and farmers from all over
Australia to find unique ingredients.
Analiese now stars in an SBS Original series, ‘A Girl’s Guide to Hunting,
Fishing and Wild Cooking with Analiese Gregory’ - sharing her journey
of discovery in her new home, Tasmania.
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BEN SHEWRY
Celebrity Chef
Based in Melbourne, Australia
@benshewry
@benshewry

Ben Shewry grew up in rural New Zealand, training as
a chef with notable mentors in the late 1990s, before
making the move to Australia.
Ben’s restaurant Attica in Ripponlea, Melbourne has garnered the
attention of top food critics from Australia and beyond and is the only
Australian restaurant included in the World’s 50 Best Restaurants list,
ranking 32nd in 2017 and the Best Restaurant in Australasia.
Known for his ethical and sustainable approach to cooking, Ben has
been recognised for his “uniquely imaginative and outstandingly good”
dishes. He is also widely known for foraging raw materials for his dishes
from his own garden and his home environment in the Great Ocean
Road region of Victoria.
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BILL GRANGER
Celebrity Chef
Based in London, England
@bill.granger

Bill Granger is one of Australia’s most successful chefs,
restaurateurs and food writers. He has opened multiple
restaurants in Australia, Japan and the United Kingdom.
Bill’s five TV series are viewed in 30 countries; he has published 11 bestselling cookbooks, which have been translated into many languages and
sold over 1 million copies worldwide; and he writes for newspapers and
magazines in both the UK and Australia.
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CURTIS STONE
Celebrity Chef
Based in Los Angeles, USA
@curtisstone
@CurtisStone
@curtisstone
www.curtisstone.com

Curtis Stone is a celebrity chef and presenter with
international success.
Classically trained in Europe and a protege to Michelin-starred chef,
Marco Pierre White, Curtis opened his first solo restaurant, Maude, in
Beverly Hills in 2014, and was a Michelin star of his own a few years
later. In 2018, he launched Curtis Stone Events which was crowned
“Best Catering Company in the West” after only one year in business
by the Achievement in Catering & Events Award, California.
He was the presenter of the first season of globally successful cooking
and lifestyle program, Surfing the Menu and has one of America’s
most popular reality/cooking shows titled Take Home Chef. Curtis has
been involved in many other popular TV shows such as the Celebrity
Apprentice, Around the World in 80 Plates and MasterChef.
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CRAIG WILLIS
(MR WILLIS CHEF)
Chef and Restaurateur
Based in Shanghai, China

Craig Willis is the chef and co-founder of mr willis
Shanghai, a renowned Australian restaurant chain in
China which has revolutionised Shanghai’s dining scene.
Craig Willis spent his childhood growing and cooking fresh produce at
his family’s orchard in northern New South Wales. Ten years training in
iconic Sydney restaurants under the masters of modern Sydney food,
Craig took his talents abroad to Shanghai. Craig is the chef behind
Shanghai’s favourites and the mr willis empire - mr willis, Mi Thai, La
Strada, Henkes and BANG by mr willis. Craig’s passion is for simple wellcooked food, creating an Australian mix of influences from Europe, the
Mediterranean, the Middle East and Asia.
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DAN CHURCHILL
Celebrity Chef
Based in New York, USA

@dan_churchill
@danthehealthycook
@churchill_dan

danchurchill.com
Dan Churchill

Dan Churchill is an Australian cook, author, blogger and
television star.
Now based in New York, Dan is regularly featured on Good Morning
America, on ABC’s The Chew and on The Food Network. As a result,
he has reached an audience in excess of 10 million people. He is the
Chef and Co-Founder of Charley St, a fast-casual restaurant in Nolita
that serves healthy farm-to-table eats. The restaurant is also home to
Dan’s own production kitchen, where he films videos and content with
thought leaders in food and wellness.
Dan hosts his own podcast, The Epic Table, where he cooks for some of the
world’s most remarkable thought leaders, experts and A-list celebrities.
Dan’s cookbooks DudeFood, The Healthy Cook and Surfing the Menu
have sold around the world. His widespread appeal has led to him being
named as Brand Ambassador for companies including QANTAS, Intel,
Tourism Australia, Cobram Estate and California Almonds.
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DAN HUNTER
Chef and Restaurateur
Based in Birregurra, Australia
@chefdanhunter
@chefdanhunter

Dan Hunter’s journey with cooking has taken him
around the globe and into the kitchens of acclaimed
restaurants, including head chef at Mugaritz in Spain.
Dan spent six years leading the kitchen of Dunkeld’a Royal Mail Hotel. This
is where he developed his first intensive organic kitchen garden program
and took the establishment to its three-hat status. His restaurant, Brae,
is set on a hillside amongst 30 acres of vegetable gardens and orchards
in the Otway hinterland of Victoria, using produce from the surrounding
land and local farmers to offer a unique, contemporary cuisine built
around an immense respect for nature and seasonality.
Dan was named Chef of the Year 2012 and 2016 in The Age Good Food
Guide; Chef of the Year 2016 in Australian Gourmet Traveller Magazine;
and Top Chef 2016 and 2017 in The Australian Financial Review’s Top
Restaurants Awards.
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DARREN
ROBERTSON
Chef and Restaurateur
Based in Byron Bay, Australia
@darrenrobertsonfood
@djrobertson
@Darrenrobertsonfood

A passionate advocate of farm-to-table cooking, Chef
Darren Robertson champions sustainability and using
ethically farmed produce.
Darren trained in the UK under acclaimed Chef Mark Raffan at the
Michelin-starred Gravetye Manor. Moving to Australia in 2001, his skills
were further honed working at Tetsuya’s, where Darren rose to the
position of Head Chef. In 2011, Darren founded The Table Sessions – a
guerrilla-style dining experience, which was awarded Best Event by
Australian Gourmet Pages, before joining forces with like-minded mates
at Three Blue Ducks.
He has appeared on MasterChef, Iron Chef USA, The Great Australian
Cookbook and My Kitchen Rules. He is an ambassador for the Australian
Cancer Council, Oz Harvest and sits on the judging panel for the
Delicious Produce Awards.
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DAVID MOYLE
Chef
Based in Byron Bay, Australia
@moyle_david
@moyle_david

David is a Melbourne chef with a commitment to
sustainable produce and down-to-earth
cooking approach.
David trained with some of Melbourne’s top chefs including Bill
Marchetti at The Latin, Maurice Esposito at Stokehouse and Andrew
McConnell at Circa. He set up Pacific Dining Room at the Beach Hotel in
Byron Bay before moving to Tasmania to be head chef at The Stackings
at Peppermint Bay and then Franklin in Hobart. Melbourne was his
next venture, where he opened a Thai inspired bar, Longsong, above
Melbourne’s established restaurant Longrain.
David has won many awards for his unpretentious, savvy and simple
cuisine, including ‘Outstanding use of regional produce by a chef’ at the
Delicious Food Awards, and Best Regional Restaurant in Australia at the
2013 Gourmet Traveller awards, and Franklin came in at Number 10 in
Australia’s Top 100 Restaurants 2016.
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DONNA HAY
Celebrity Chef
Based in Sydney, Australia
@donna.hay
@donnahay
@donnahay
www.donnahay.com.au

Donna Hay is Australia’s leading food editor and bestselling cookbook author.
Her food, recipes and styling focus on basic ingredients that are simply
prepared and beautifully photographed – hallmarks of her work which
have set the benchmark for food publishing worldwide and inspired a
whole new generation of cooks.
She is the editor of Donna Hay Magazine which has subscribers in 82
countries. Donna is the author of 22 award- winning cookbooks that
have been translated into multiple languages and also has her own
television series Fast, Fresh, Simple on The LifeStyle Channel.
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GARY MEHIGAN
Chef and Television Personality
Based in Melbourne, Australia
@garymehigan
@garymehiganaustralia
@crispycrackling

Gary Mehigan is instantly recognisable as a chef
and TV personality, most loved for his role as one of
MasterChef Australia’s judges.
With over 30 years experience in the restaurant industry, Gary trained
in some of London’s best kitchens and has been running his own highly
successful restaurants and catering events company in Melbourne for
more than 15 years.
He is the ultimate foodie, passionate, informative, a natural teacher.
He is an advocate for local, seasonal and most of all home cooked food.
Gary has authored four books, written for food magazines and food
columns and starred in numerous television series.
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GUY GROSSI
Celebrity Chef
Based in Melbourne, Australia
@guygrossi
@guygrossi

Guy Grossi is globally recognised as a leading
Australian chef and food personality.
For over twenty years he has owned and managed numerous renowned
Melbourne restaurants, including his beloved Grossi Florentino and
sister restaurant, the aesthetically inspiring Mirka at Tolarno Hotel.
Guy’s dedication to ‘la cucina Italiana’ has awarded him many accolades,
including an award from the Prime Minister of Italy. Guy is frequently
sought out to present his love and expertise in Italian culture and
hospitality both in corporate settings and across many media platforms
including international and national television and radio.
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GUY TURLAND
Chef and Restauranteur
Based in Sydney, Australia and Los Angeles, USA
@chef_guy_turland
@chefguyturland
@guyturland
guyturland.com

Guy Turland is an internationally trained chef,
restauranteur, TV Host & author from Bondi
Beach Australia.
The face of international food and travel media brand, Bondi Harvest,
Guy has worked in some of Sydney’s top kitchens including Icebergs
and North Bondi Italian. He opened up two Bondi Harvest cafés one in
Bondi Junction Australia and the other in Culver City, USA with plans to
expand within the UK and USA.
Some of Guy’s career highlights include; The NBC Today Show (seen
by over 10 million people), Home & Hallmark channel, The Morning
show, Studio 10 and My Kitchen Rules. His unique approach to food
has attracted a loyal global audience, and inspired him to publish
multiple cookbooks.
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HAYDEN QUINN
Celebrity Chef
Based in Sydney, Australia

@hayden_quinn
@haydenjquinn
@hayden_quinn
www.haydenquinn.com.au

Hayden grew up on the beautiful Northern Beaches
of Sydney, surrounded by the ocean, great food and a
serious sense of adventure.
Hayden has been featured on Australian and international TV screens
exploring all things food, environment, people and good times. He
starred in Surfing the Menu and Next Generation for ABC Television and
Discovery Network. In 2020, he returned to our screen with Taste of
Australia with Hayden Quinn and season 12 of MasterChef Australia in
their ‘Back to Win’ series. Hayden has also penned a book Dish It Up that
shares the recipes that are dear to him.
Food is the vehicle for Hayden’s other passions; he is the part owner
of The Cube Gym in Sydney and has a partnership in the philanthropic
Aussie wine label Kooks Wines. His passion doesn’t stop with food
though; he is also an avid surfer and marine biologist.
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JAMES HALLIDAY
Wine Writer and Critic
Based in Australia
@winecompanion
@winecompanion/
@winecompanion

James Halliday is a respected Australian wine writer
and critic with a career spanning over 40 years. He is
one of the founders of Brokenwood Wines in New South
Wales and Coldstream Hills in the Yarra Valley, Victoria.
Due to his expertise in wine, he is in constant demand as a wine judge
around the world. Since 1979, he has contributed to over 56 wine guides
that are distributed worldwide and available in multiple languages.
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LENNOX HASTIE
Chef
Based in Sydney, Australia
@lennoxhastie

Lennox Hastie is a chef in Sydney, renowned for his
unusual cooking technique of using only fire.
Head Chef and Owner of the restaurant Firedoor in Sydney, Lennox
Hastie is fascinated by fire. With no gas or electricity, his kitchen is
powered entirely by wood, celebrating the ancient tradition of cooking
over flame and pushing the limits of what can be cooked over a wood
fire. Lennox released his first book, Finding Fire, in November 2017
and in 2020 he starred in the acclaimed Netflix four-part series Chef’s
Table: Barbeque.
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JO BARRETT
Chef
Based in Melbourne, Australia
@jobarrett
@j0barrett

With her inquisitive and creative nature, Jo Barrett has
become one of the most exciting and original thinking
chefs in Australia.
Jo has been named 2016’s ‘Hot Talent’ by Australia’s Time Out magazine
and represented Australia with great success at the pastry world’s
Olympics. Having led the kitchen at Oakridge Restaurant in Victoria’s
Yarra Valley, Jo’s strong ethical compass and passion for sustainability
are underpinned by a zero-waste ethos, the use of hyper-local produce
and a respect for native Australian ingredients including their
cultural relevance. More recently, Jo has teamed up with fellow former
Oakridge chef Matt Stone, the pair focusing on their new project ‘The
Greenhouse’, which is a combined home and urban farm with the
ambitious goal of growing all the food its inhabitants cook and eat.
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JOCK ZONFRILLO
Chef
Melbourne, Australia
@zonfrillo
@jockzonfrillo
@zonfrillo

Jock Zonfrillo is an Melbourne-based chef originally
from Scotland, famed for working with native
Australian and Indigenous ingredients.
Having worked as Head Chef at Sydney’s Forty One and Adelaide’s Magill
Estate Restaurant, Jock opened his first solo venture Orana which was
named Restaurant of the Year for three consecutive years between
2017-2019. The MasterChef judge was also named Australia’s Hottest
Chef by The Australian in 2018 and won the prestigious Basque Culinary
World Prize that same year.
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JOHN FINK
Restaurateur
Based in Sydney, Australia

finkgroup.com.au/our-story/

John Fink is a restaurateur, a writer and a filmmaker.
As Creative Director of Fink, John runs the family restaurant business
with his father, long-time restaurateur, theatre-owner and hotelier Leon
Fink. Most days, John can be found at one of his restaurants, ensuring
they retain their place as Sydney’s most loved dining establishments, or
at the group’s head office in Surry Hills planning his next big thing, all
the while keeping a watchful eye over the engine room of the business.
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JULIEN ROYER
Celebrity Chef
Based in Singapore
@chef_julien
@chef_julien

Chef Julien Royer is a French chef and the co-owner
of Odette, a Modern French restaurant located at the
National Gallery Singapore and Louise in Hong Kong.
Julien studied culinary arts from a young age, before he first ventured
into the kitchen under the legendary Michael Bras in Laguiole which
instilled in him a respect for the integrity of each ingredient and a
commitment to showcasing its brilliant flavours. After working in
renowned restaurants all over the world, Julien then moved to Singapore
where he has resided since 2011, launching Odette in 2015 – the
restaurant has since attained three Michelin stars and in 2019 took the
spot of top restaurant in Asia’s 50 best and #18 in the world’s 50 Best
awards. Julien launched his next venture in collaboration with The Lo &
Behold Group in 2019, Louise in Hong Kong. Louise is a tribute to the
simple joys of honest cooking and familial love.
At the end of 2021, Julien launched his second collaboration with The Lo
& Behold Group - Claudine, also based in Singapore and offering a sense
of his favourite French classics with a Southeast Asian influence.
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KYLIE KWONG
Celebrity Chef and Television Presenter
Based in Sydney, Australia
@kylie_kwong
@KwongKylie
@kwongkylie

Kylie Kwong is one of Australia’s best-known chefs and
restaurateurs. On top of running her new AustralianCantonese cafeteria-style eatery, Lucky, she is also an
author and a regular TV presenter.
Kylie has won plaudits for her focus on sustainable, local cuisine combining
Asian flavours with Australian produce. Her advocacy for sustainability
extends to her involvement with community organisations including The
Wayside Chapel and René Redzepi’s MAD Monday’s Sydney, a regular
conversation series that brings the community together to reflect on and
discuss the issues that matter most in food.
On a global scale, Kylie delivered a keynote address at the 2019 Parabere
Forum in Oslo and is a member of the international judging panel for the
inaugural World Restaurant Awards, held in Paris in February 2019, aiming
to recognise and celebrate the diversity and culture of the international
restaurant industry.
Kylie’s newest venture continues her passion for using native
ingredients, integrating Australia’s endemic edible plants into
Cantonese-style food.
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LUKE MANGAN
Celebrity Chef
Based in Sydney, Australia
@lukewmangan/
@LukeWMangan
www.lukemangan.com

Luke Mangan is a leading Australian restaurateur and
chef, whose influence on the food and wine industry
can be found on the carriages of the Eastern Oriental
Express, and at sea, on board five P&O Cruise ships.
For 13 years, Luke owned and operated restaurants in Japan, Singapore
and Indonesia under the Salt brand. He sold his remaining share in the
business in 2018 to focus on his Australian restaurants and new ‘Luke’s’
ventures, including Luke’s Kitchen, Luke’s Steakhouse and Luke’s
Burger Bar.
As the co-founder of Australia’s largest hospitality awards program,
Appetite for Excellence, and The Inspired Series program, Luke is also
extremely passionate about promoting and enabling the development of
young up-and-coming chefs, waiters and restaurateurs in Australia.
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MAGGIE BEER
Celebrity Chef
Based in The Barossa Valley, Australia
@maggie_beer
@OfficialMaggieBeer/
@maggie_beer

Maggie Beer is one of Australia’s best loved food
personalities, chefs and food producers; a household
name in part thanks to her extensive history of
television appearances and food writing.
Maggie is one of the judges on The Great Australian Bake Off and is also
a regular guest judge on MasterChef Australia. Maggie migrated to the
Barossa Valley, where she has established the legendary Pheasant Farm
restaurant and produce shop as well as the on-farm accommodation
Orchard House.
Highlights of Maggie’s career include being awarded Senior Australian
of The Year in 2010, and South Australian of The Year in 2011, as well as
her appointment as a Member of The Order of Australia for her service
to tourism and hospitality.
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MARK LABROOY
Chef and Restaurateur
Based in Sydney, Australia
@markthreeblueducks

Mark LaBrooy is the co-owner of the Three Blue Ducks
restaurant on The Farm in Byron Bay and has
co-written three books; The Three Blue Ducks, Real Food
and Blue Duck in the Country.
Mark undertook an apprenticeship with Klaus Huber, before going on to
work at Tetsuya’s where he met fellow ‘duck’ Darren Robertson. When
Mark isn’t in the kitchen, he is also a weekly columnist for Spectrum
Magazine and an Oz Harvest Ambassador.
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MARK OLIVE
Celebrity Chef
Based in Sydney, Australia

@markblackolive
@theblackolive
www.blackolive.net.au/mark-olive-bio/

Mark Olive (aka ‘The Black Olive’) is Australia’s
renowned Indigenous Chef with his The Outback Cafe
series televised in living rooms all over the planet.
He has been cooking for more than 30 years and his charismatic
style and creative approach to food have developed him an esteemed
reputation and a large following in Australia and around the world.
Mark has cooked and presented across Australia and around the world
and is in frequent demand to present and appear at food events,
Indigenous celebrations, to represent Australia’s vibrant culinary and
cultural tapestry, right across the world. Mark is also a host of cooking,
lifestyle and travel shows, with his ‘The Outback series televised globally.
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MATT MORAN
Celebrity Chef
Based in Sydney, Australia
@chefmattmoran
@chefmattmoran
@chefmattmoran
mattmoran.com.au

With a career spanning over 30 years in the Australian
food industry, Matt Moran has a plethora of awards
to his name, TV shows, best-selling cookbooks and
ownership of some of Australia’s most celebrated
dining establishments.
Matt’s food career began over 30 years ago as an apprentice at La Belle
Helene, one of Sydney’s best restaurants at the time. He quickly rose to
the role of Head Chef before taking the helm at Manfredi. He then took
an entrepreneurial path and today, he concentrates on overseeing the
food and menus at his successful restaurants.
With a rural upbringing on a classic Aussie dairy farm, he was the
pioneer of ‘paddock to plate’ philosophy in Australia and believes in the
importance of everyone understanding the origins of the food being
served on their plate.
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MATT PRESTON
Food Journalist and Media Personality
Based in Melbourne, Australia
@mattscravat
@mattscravat
@mattscravat

Matt Preston is an award-winning food journalist,
best-selling cookbook author and International TV
Personality.
Best known for his work as a British food critic as well as a previous judge
and co-host on MasterChef Australia and MasterChef The Professionals,
Matt also writes a weekly column for delicious on Sunday read by 4million
Australians every week. He is also a senior editor for delicious and taste
magazines and contributes to one of Australia’s best-read websites, taste.
com.au with a monthly reach of 2million food lovers.
In 2022, Matt will become a full-time radio announcer, joining the
team at ABC Radio Melbourne Weekend, alongisde Alice Zaslavsky and
Lisa Leong.
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MATT STONE
Celebrity Chef
Based in Melbourne, Australia
@chefmattstone
@chefmattstone

Matt Stone is one of Australia’s youngest celebrity
chefs, internationally renowned for his views on
sustainability and innovative cooking techniques.
After having worked at some of Perth’s most highly regarded
restaurants, Matt become the Executive Chef at Greenhouse by Joost in
Sydney and Silo by Joost in Melbourne. In 2015 Matt became Executive
Chef at Oakridge Winery in the Yarra Valley. More recently, Matt has
teamed up with fellow former Oakridge chef Jo Barrett, the pair focusing
on their new project ‘The Greenhouse’, which is a combined home
and urban farm with the ambitious goal of growing all the food its
inhabitants cook and eat.
Matt has won multiple awards including Gourmet Traveller’s prestigious
Best New Talent 2011, West Australia’s Good Food Guide’s Best Young
Chef 2011 and Greenhouse won the Good Food Guide’s Best New
Restaurant for 2011.
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MATTHEW JUKES
Wine Writer and Media Personality
Based in the United Kingdom
@matthewjukes
@MatthewSJukes
www.matthewjukes.com

Matthew Jukes was voted the most influential wine
writer in the United Kingdom and is a past winner of
the International Wine Communicator of the
Year Award.
Matthew is the author of thirteen best-selling wine books and also
the weekly wine writer for the United Kingdom’s Daily Mail Weekend
Magazine and MoneyWeek. He curates the annual 100 Best Australian
Wines List and is the co- creator of The Great Australian Red – the annual
quest to find the best Cabernet/Shiraz: “the blend that defines Australia”.
He is the founder and patron of Touch Wine in Adelaide and Wine Rules
in Melbourne (raising money for homelessness in Australia). Matthew
was awarded Honorary Australian of The Year 2012 at the Australia Day
Foundation United Kingdom Awards. His most recent venture has been
launching Jukes – a series of non-alcoholic, vegan premium beverages.
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MELISSA LEONG
Food & Travel Writer and Media Personality
Based in Melbourne, Australia
@fooderati
@fooderati
@fooderati
www.fooderati.com.au

Melissa Leong is an Australian television host, freelance
food writer, radio broadcaster, critic, cookbook editor
and marketer.
Melissa is MasterChef’s first ever female judge and one of the food
industry’s most established and celebrated writers and critics. As
a freelance food and travel writer and recipe editor, she’s been
responsible for helping some big-name chefs, like Colin Fassnidge and
Dan Hong, bring their cookbooks into fruition. She also runs Fooderati,
a website that fuses her love for food and style.
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MICHAEL HILL
SMITH
Winemaker
Based in Adelaide, Australia
@shawandsmith/

Michael is an international wine judge, wine consultant
and strong advocate for Australian fine wine both
within Australia and internationally.
Michael was the first Australian to pass the rigorous Master of Wine
examination. In 2008 he was awarded an Order of Australia for his
contribution to the Australian Wine Industry and featured on Decanter
Magazine’s power list 2009, 2011 and 2013.
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MONTY
KOLUDROVIC
Chef
Based in Los Angeles, USA
@monty_koludrovic
@MontyKoludrovic

Monty Koludrovic was the beloved executive chef of the
iconic waterside restaurant Icebergs Dining Room &
Bar and The Dolphin Hotel.
Monty helped steer their flagship restaurant to greatness, drawing on
his European background and his experiences, expertly creating Italian
dishes that fuse fresh seafood with global ingredients. Monty and Jaci
Koludrovic headed to Los Angeles where they opened a new multi-level
Italo-Australian restaurant and rooftop bar; Grandmaster Recorders.
Another of Monty’s LA venture was S.O.L (strings of life), which is the
latest offering from the Botanical Group, where Monty created a menu
which reflects Melbourne’s coffee and food culture.
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NEIL PERRY

Celebrity Chef, Author and Media Personality
Based in Sydney, Australia
@chefneilperry
@chefneilperry
@chefneilperry

Director of The Rockpool Group, Neil Perry is one of
Australia’s most influential and respected chefs.
Neil has managed top Australian restaurants throughout his stellar
career and continues to concentrate on the Rockpool Group which
includes multiple award-winning restaurants across Melbourne, Sydney
and Perth. In addition to running these renowned restaurants, Neil has
written eight cookbooks and heads a team of consultants to Qantas,
developing quarterly menus for the Australian airline’s first and
business class travellers.
Neil’s passion and the importance he places on quality produce are
evident in all his dishes and the business projects he undertakes.
The numerous awards and accolades won by his restaurants are a
testament to this.
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OLLY SMITH
TV Presenter, Wine Expert and Author
Based in the United Kingdom
@ollysmith
@jollyolly
@jollyolly
www.ollysmith.com

Olly is a multi-award-winning wine expert, TV
personality, author and columnist.
He is the wine editor of The Mail and has written three books. His
successful podcast ‘A Glass With..’ launched its seventh series in June
2020. In 2015, Olly was listed in Debrett’s 500 which recognises people
of influence in British society.
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PAT NOURSE
Food Writer
Based in Melbourne, Australia
@patnourse
@patnourse

Pat Nourse is creative director of Melbourne Food &
Wine Festival.
A critic and travel writer with some 20 years experience,
he has written for many publications around Australia and
around the world, including Travel + Leisure, Afar, Saveur, Fool,
12forward, Lucky Peach and The Good Food Guide, and was for
many years an editor and chief critic of Gourmet Traveller. Pat has
chaired voting for the Australia/Oceania region in The World’s 50
Best Restaurants since 2006 and was a curator of the Phaidon
release Signature Dishes That Matter.  
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PETER GAGO
Chief Winemaker
Based in Adelaide, Australia

Peter Gago is a British-Australian winemaker and
author, and the current custodian and Chief Winemaker
of Penfolds Grange, possibly the best-known Australian
wine, based in the Barossa Valley.
Working with Penfolds Wines since 1989, Peter initially started
producing sparkling wine before moving onto reds and in July 2002,
Gago succeeded John Duval as Penfolds Chief Winemaker. In 2012,
Peter was named Winemaker of The Year by a panel of international
winemakers, the Institute of Masters of Wine and United Kingdom
magazine The Drinks Business.
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PETER GILMORE
Celebrity Chef
Based in Sydney, Australia
@chefpetergilmore

Peter Gilmore is an internationally acclaimed
Australian chef and Executive Chef at two of Australia’s
most exciting and dynamic restaurants: the Sydney
Opera House’s Bennelong restaurant, and Quay
restaurant in The Rocks.
Peter describes his cuisine as “food inspired by nature”. A passionate
gardener, Peter was one of the first chefs in Australia to truly embrace
the vegetable garden and its diversity. Peter plans his menus from the
ground up a season ahead; a way of working which has strengthened
his appreciation of the seasons and the natural world and is directly
reflected in his cuisine.
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RENÉ REDZEPI
Celebrity Chef and Restauranteur
Based in Denmark
@reneredzepinoma
@reneredzepinoma
@ReneRedzepiNoma

René Redzepi is the chef and co-owner of Noma in
Copenhagen, Denmark, which claimed the top spot on
the World’s 50 Best Restaurants list for the fifth time
in 2021.
René is a Danish chef recognized internationally for his unique
reinterpretation of Scandinavian cuisine; his recipes are characterized by
distinctly Nordic, locally sourced ingredients. Since the establishment of
Noma in 2003, René has celebrated the region’s ingredients and aims to
present a kind of cooking that expresses its location and the seasons.
René is the author of Noma: Time and Place in Nordic Cuisine and
A Work in Progress. In 2011, he founded the MAD Symposium, a
platform for chefs to share knowledge, concerns and inspiration in our
changing trade.
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RICK STEIN

Celebrity Chef and Hotelier
Based in Sydney, Australia and London, England
@chefrickstein
@Rick_Stein
www.rickstein.com/about/rick-stein/

Rick Stein is a renowned British chef, restaurateur and
television presenter.
Rick is the owner of several successful restaurants, a delicatessen,
patisserie, seafood cookery school and forty hotel bedrooms. Rick has
written over 20 cookery books, an autobiography and made over 30
programmes including 12 cookery series. He has cooked for The Queen
and Prince Philip, Tony Blair, Margaret Thatcher and French President,
Jacques Chirac.
In 2017, Rick was awarded a CBE in the Queen’s New Year’s Honours and
also won Best Food Personality at the Observer Food Monthly Awards,
Special Contribution Award at The Travel Media Awards and Outstanding
Contribution to Travel at the National Geographic Traveller Awards.
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SANJEEV KAPOOR
Celebrity Chef
Based in India

@sanjeevkapoor
@ChefSanjeevKapoor
www.sanjeevkapoor.com
@chefsanjeevkapoor

Sanjeev Kapoor is the most influential man in food
across India and most of South East Asia.
He has been presented with the Best Chef of India award by the
Government of India and is the most famous face on Indian TV through
his cookery show Khana Khazana, popular for over two decades. Sanjeev
is the first chef in the world to launch his own 24x7 Food TV Channel
called Food Food, and also sits on the board of the Singapore Airlines
International Culinary Panel.
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SARAH TODD
Celebrity Chef and Media Personality
Based in Melbourne, Australia and India
@sarahtodd
@sarahtoddchef
@Sarah_Todd_

sarahtodd.com.au/about/
@chefsarahtodd

Sarah Todd is a celebrity chef, author and television
host of food and travel programs.
Sarah was only 18 when she was discovered as a model, prompting a
move to Sydney and a career of travelling and working for high-end
fashion labels such as Gucci, Hugo Boss, Pantene and Seafolly. It was
during these travels that Sarah discovered a love for food culture she
had never known. Exposure to so many different and exciting cuisines
sparked her imagination and drew her into the culinary world.
Since her debut on MasterChef Australia, Sarah has grown to become
one of the most renowned and exciting names in the Indian food scene,
and has since opened her first restaurant- causal fine dining Antares
Restaurant & Beach Club, on the stunning shores of Small Vagator
Beach, Goa in India.
Sarah now has multiple TV shows under her belt and is in demand as an
international chef, restaurateur, TV host and entrepreneur, inspired and
passionate about the country, its people and, of course, its food.
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TONY HOWELL
Celebrity Chef
Based in Margaret River, Australia
@cheftonyhowell

Tony Howell is the Executive Chef of the Margaret
River Hospitality Group, which owns and operates five
restaurants and cafes.
He is an acclaimed and award-winning chef and has forged a loyal
following with his strong food philosophy that is centred on seasonal,
local and sustainable produce. Tony has worked in the finest restaurants
in Western Australia, helping them win a multitude of awards with his
culinary creations.
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VANYA CULLEN
Owner of Cullen Wines
Based in Margaret River, Australia

@Vanyacullen/
@Vanya_Cullen
www.cullenwines.com.au/cullen-wines/vanya-cullen/

Vanya Cullen is at the helm on of one Australia’s
best boutique wineries and most environmentally
sustainable vineyards; Cullen Wines.
Vanya is a pioneer of biodynamic grape-growing, an award-winning
winemaker and respected wine show judge. Vanya was awarded the
2019 Australian Women in Wine Awards Winemaker of the Year. The
award proudly recognised her passion for organic and biodynamic
practices as well as the stunning region she calls home.
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Wildlife

BINDI IRWIN

Television Personality and Wildlife Conservationist
Based in Sunshine Coast, Australia
@bindisueirwin
@BindisueIrwin
@BindiIrwin
@realbindisueirwin

Bindi Irwin is a wildlife conservationist and
television personality.
Born to Wildlife Warriors Steve and Terri Irwin, she has inherited their
passion for wildlife and continues to carry on in their footsteps through
her work at Australia Zoo and around the world. Bindi has dedicated her
life to wildlife conservation and inspiring the next generation to make
a difference in the world. Through Wildlife Warriors, Bindi continues to
work with her family to share her message of conservation.
Bindi made her television debut through The Crocodile Hunter and has
a naturally kind and engaging personality. As Bindi: The Jungle Girl, she
used her enthusiasm for wildlife to help educate others, both young and
old, about the importance of caring for wildlife.
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CHAD STAPLES
Australian Wildlife Expert and Conservationist
Based in Mogo, Australia
@zookeeper_chad
@zookeeperchad
@zookeeperchad

For over 20 years, Zookeeper Chad has devoted his life
and career to the care of Australian and exotic wildlife
and is responsible for a collection of over 2000 animals
at Featherdale Sydney Wildlife Park in Western Sydney
and Mogo Wildlife Park on the NSW South Coast.
Zookeeper Chad believes that bringing people closer to animals
fosters a deeper love and understanding of nature. He connects with
his social media community daily, showcasing the animals in his
care and inspiring many to seek ways to protect wildlife in their own
communities. In the summer of 2020, Zookeeper Chad and his team
heroically saved Mogo Wildlife Park from catastrophic bushfires. By
leading this rescue, he became the face of hope and recovery for the
devasted community.
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DAVID WHITEHILL
Australian Wildlife Expert and Media Personality
Based in Sydney, Australia
@DavidWhitehillTV
davidwhitehill.com
@DavidWhitehill_Travel

David Whitehill is the host of Foxtel’s international
travel series Escape and a regular contributor to
Channel Nine’s Mornings and Today Show.
From training dolphins at Sea World to hosting an International Travel
Show, David Whitehill seems to have done it all. After being crowned
Cleo Magazine’s Bachelor of The Year in 2002, David has pursued a
successful career in TV, hosting shows such as Hot Source, Queensland
Escapes, Mornings with Kerri- Anne and So Fresh.
David is one of those rare TV personalities who is as comfortable behind
the camera as in front. He’s built a successful production company,
Proud Nomads, which produces travel and lifestyle content from around
the world.
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MATT WRIGHT
Television Personality and Tour Operator
Based in Darwin, Australia
@mattwright
@mattwrightaustralia
@mattwrightaus
mattwright.com.au
@mattwrightau

Matt Wright is a helicopter pilot turned animal
wrangler and host of National Geographic TV show
Outback Wrangler.
Raised on the rugged plains of Australia, Matt Wright has undertaken
many jobs including being a horse wrangler, Australian Army soldier
and a crocodile egg collector, that have helped develop his passion and
skills for a career as a helicopter pilot, wildlife relocator and awardwinning tourism operator.
Matt recently announced his next global television venture, set to air on
Netflix and the Nine Network.
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ROBERT IRWIN
Television Personality and Wildlife Conservationist
Based in Sunshine Coast, Australia
@robertirwinphotography
@RobertIrwin

Robert Irwin is an Australian television personality and
conservationist.
Born to Wildlife Warriors Steve and Terri Irwin, Robert has a natural
curiosity and love for wildlife and the Australian bush. Robert is
following in his father’s footsteps through his work at Australia Zoo and
his dedication to wildlife conservation. His hobbies include mountain
biking, palaeontology and photography. Robert has a rising media
presence in promoting Australian wildlife.
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ROBERT PENNICOTT
Founder of Pennicott Wilderness Journeys
Based in Hobart, Australia
@pennicottjourneys
@robpennicott

Robert Pennicott is the founder and managing director
of Pennicott Wilderness Journeys, one of Australia’s
leading eco-tourism cruise businesses operating along
the coastline of southern Tasmania.
Robert is highly committed to sustainable tourism and philanthropy,
donating approximately 25 per cent of net profits towards charity and
conservation. He was awarded Australia’s Best Eco-tourism Business
in 2009. In May 2011 Robert embarked on a journey of considerable
proportions, circumnavigating Australia in a 5.4m inflatable yellow
dinghy over three months to raise funds for Polio eradication. The
project titled ‘Follow The Yellow Boat Road’ raised $300,000 to help
achieve a Polio free world.
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TERRI IRWIN

Australian wildlife conservationist and owner of Australia Zoo
Based in Sunshine Coast, Australia
@australiazoo
@TerriIrwin

American-born Terri Irwin is a wildlife expert, naturalist
and author, and the widow of the iconic Australian
adventurer Steve Irwin.
Mother of Bindi and Robert Irwin, she is the owner of Australia Zoo in
Queensland, and works with her two children to educate people about
wildlife conservation and native Australian animals.
Steve and Terri’s wildlife documentaries put Australia Zoo on the world
map, attracting visitors from across the world to Queensland’s Sunshine
Coast. Today, Terri continues to be a passionate wildlife spokesperson
and conservation icon, actively supporting conservation issues around
the world. Terri is determined to dedicate the rest of her life to wildlife
and conservation, fulfilling her late husband’s legacy.
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TIM FAULKNER
Television Personality and Wildlife Conservationist
Based in Sunshine Coast, Australia
@timswildlife
@timswildlife
@timswildlife
timfaulkner.com.au

Tim Faulkner is the General Manager and Head of
Conservation at the Australia Reptile Park and The
Devil Ark.
Tim is a recognised leader in the Australian zoo industry and in
conservation organisations. His working life has been dedicated to
hands-on wildlife education and conservation. In 2013 Tim was able to
shine the spotlight on his beloved animals and endangered species in
his own program, The Wild Life of Tim Faulkner. In 2015, Tim was named
the Australian Geographic Australian Conservationist of the Year.
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Sport
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ABBEY HOLMES
Former Professional Footballer
Based in Darwin, Australia
@abbeycholmes
@abbeycholmes
@abbeycholmes

Abbey Holmes is a former Australian rules footballer
who played for the Adelaide Football Club in the AFL
Women’s (AFLW), creating history with an inaugural
AFLW premiership and becoming the first woman in the
country to kick 100 goals.
Abbey is continuously impacting both landscapes of the AFLW and
broader AFL media as 7AFL & AFL Nation Broadcaster. Outside of her
successful football career, Abbey has competed in Australian Survivor
Season 4 & All Stars and hosts her own show ‘Into the Outback with
Abbey Holmes’.
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ADAM GILCHRIST
Former Professional Cricketer
Based in Perth, Australia
@gilly381
@AdamGilly381
@gilly381

Adam Gilchrist is a former Australian cricketer who was
the vice-captain of the Australian team.
Adam is widely regarded as the greatest wicket- keeper turned batsman
in the history of the game. His records include scoring at least 50 runs
in successive World Cup finals (1999, 2003 and 2007), first player to
reach 1,000 runs in the Indian Premier League and his striker rate is
amongst the highest in the history of both One Day International and
Test Cricket.
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ADAM SCOTT
Professional Golfer
Based in Australia and United States of America
@adamscottofficial
@Page.AdamScott
@AdamScott

Adam Scott is an Australian professional golfer.
Adam has won 29 professional tournaments around the world and in
2014, he was ranked as the World Number 1. His biggest achievement
to date has been the 2013 Masters Tournament – his first major
championship and the first Masters won by an Australian in its
77-year history.
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ASH BARTY
Australian Professional Tennis Player
Based in Brisbane, Australia
@ashbarty
@ashbarty

Ash Barty is an Australian professional tennis player,
ranking No. 1 in the world in Singles.
Ash is the first Australia to ever win the Wimbledon Women’s Singles
Title since 1980 – with this win, she was also the second Indigenous
woman to win Wimbledon.
Ash is also a top 20 player in doubles, having achieved a career-high
ranking of No. 5 in the world. She has won 15 singles titles and 12
doubles titles, including a Grand Slam singles title at the 2019 French
Open, a Grand Slam doubles title at the 2018 US Open and is ranked
No.1 in the world in singles by the Women’s Tennis Association (WTA).
Beyond her brilliant history as a professional athlete, she is down
to earth, celebrates her family and friends and celebrates her
Indigenous heritage.
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BRETT LEE
Former Professional Cricketer
Based in Sydney, Australia
@brettlee_58
@Brett-Lee
@BrettLee_58

Brett Lee is a world-renowned Australian cricketer
and one of the most dynamic fast bowlers of recent
cricket history.
Brett’s career highlights include the Bradman Young Cricketer of The
Year 2000, Wisden Cricketer of The Year 2006, Australian Test Player
of The Year 2008 and the prestigious Allan Border Medal 2008. While
most people know Brett as a cricketer, Brett has many interests outside
of cricket including music and fashion and in particular his love of
India. In May 2011 Brett launched the charity Mewsic, opening the first
of many planned community music centres ensuring that marginalised
children in India have the opportunity to experience the joy and power
of music.
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DANIEL RICCIARDO
F1 Racecar Driver
Based in Monaco and Perth, Australia
@danielricciardo
@DanielRicciardo
@danielricciardo
danielricciardo.com

Daniel Ricciardo is an Australian racing driver and
Australian sports personality.
Born in Perth, Ricciardo started karting aged just nine. He learned his
trade in the Australian Formula Ford and Asia-Pacific Formula BMW
competitions before moving to Europe and working his way up to join
the ranks in Red Bull Racing’s F1 team. With over 120 grands prix to
his name, Daniel is in the prime of his career with a reputation for hard
driving, thrilling overtaking and demon qualifying.
In addition to his incredible sports career, Daniel commits his time and
resource to charities including Save The Children and The Inner Ninja
Foundation, raising awareness and removing stigmas to improve and
save lives of people living with mental illness.
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David Warner
Australian Cricketer
Based in Sydney, Australia
@davidwarner31
@davidwarner31
@davidwarner31

David Warner is an Australian international cricketer
and former captain of the Australian national team.
David had one of the most memorable debuts in international cricket
when he became the first Australian cricketer in 132 years to be
selected for a national team in any format without experience in firstclass cricket. The left-handed opening batsman has broken multiple
records throughout his career and is currently captain of the Sunrisers
Hyderabad as well as Batsman for New South Wales and the Australian
Men’s Cricket Team.
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DYLAN ALCOTT
Paralympic Athlete and Motivational Speaker
Based in Melbourne, Australia
@dylanalcott
@dylanalcottofficial
@DylanAlcott

Dylan Alcott is an Australian wheelchair basketballer,
wheelchair tennis player, motivational speaker and
radio presenter.
A Paralympic gold medallist and a world champion by the age of 17,
Dylan was the youngest ever to compete in the Wheelchair Basketball
competition. With multiple Paralympic gold medals throughout his
career, Dylan was named the 2016 Australian Paralympian of the Year
due to his outstanding achievements at the Rio Paralympics – he was
also named a finalist in the 2022 Australian of the Year Awards for his
inspiring work in the disability space.
As 2022 will be his final year before retirement, he leaves behind many
legacies including being the first man in history to complete a Golden
Slam. He is now set to focus on his other pursuits including advocacy
work for people with disabilities.
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GLENN MCGRATH
Former Professional Cricketer
Based in Sydney, Australia
@glennmcgrath11
@glenndonaldmcgrath
@glennmcgrath11

Glenn McGrath is a former Australian cricket player
and is considered as one of the greatest bowlers
in history.
Glenn holds the record for the highest number of Test wickets
by a fast bowler and for the most wickets in the Cricket World
Cup. Since retiring from cricket in 2007, Glenn has become more
involved with his charity, the McGrath Foundation, which is a wellknown breast cancer support and education charity in Australia.
Glenn has been named as a member of the Order or Australia for
his service to cricket and was the recipient of the NSW Australian
of the Year Award for his leadership and tireless dedication to the
McGrath Foundation.
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HARSHA BHOGLE
Cricket Commentator and Journalist
Based in India
@bhogle_harsha
@bhogleharsha
@bhogleharsha

Harsha Bhogle is India’s premier cricket commentator
and columnist.
Beloved for his insightful patter, he writes a weekly cricket column
for Indian Express and interviews top cricketers on ESPN STAR’s Harsha
UnPlugged. Known as the “voice of Indian cricket”, Harsha has
commentated over 400 one-day international games and over a
hundred test matches.
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IAN THORPE
Former Australian Olympic Swimmer
Based in Sydney, Australia
@ian.thorpe
@IanThorpeOfficial
@ianthorpe

Ian Thorpe is a former Australian Olympic Swimmer,
winning 5 gold medals, the greatest total of
any Australian.
At just 15, Ian won the 1998 world 400m freestyle title, becoming the
youngest world champion in history. By the time his first Olympics
came around, he had already broken 10 world records. In 2018, Ian was
awarded an Order of Merit by the Australian Olympic Committee.
In 2021, Ian was inducted into the Sport Australia Hall of Fame for his
contribution to swimning.
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Isa Guha

English Cricket Commentator, and former England Cricketer
Based in England
@isaguha
@isaguha

At just 17 years old, Isa Guha became the first woman of
South Asian origin to represent England in any sport,
when she made her international cricket debut in 2002.
In a playing career that spanned a decade, Isa was part of one of the
most successful teams in English sporting history when, in 2009,
England won two World Cups, an Ashes and inflicted an ODI series
whitewash over Australia.
At the time of her retirement in April 2012, Isa was positioned as the
second highest wicket taker in the all-time England Women’s ODI List
and sixth in the world, having been awarded 113 caps. Since then, Isa
has continued to break boundaries with a career in broadcasting. Isa’s
profile has grown not only in the UK but extends right across the globe,
from South Asia and Australia to the US and the Caribbean, including a
main role as part of an all-star cast at Fox Cricket in Australia.
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JESSI MILEY-DYER
Former Professional Surfer
Based in Los Angeles, USA
@jessmileydyer
@jessimileydyer
@JessMileyDyer

Jessi Miley-Dyer is a former professional surfer
who is now the Women’s Commissioner and Senior
Vice President of Tours for the World Surf League
(Association of Surfing Professionals).
Jessi was considered as one of the best Australian surfers during her
years on Australia’s Pro Junior series and in the ASP Women’s World
Tour. She now uses her in-depth knowledge and passion for the sport to
create a stable competition platform for women.
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KURT FEARNLEY
Paralympian and Professional Wheelchair Road Racer
Based in Sydney, Australia
@kurtfearnleyinsta
@kurtfearnleyracing
@kurtfearnley
www.kurtfearnley.com

Kurt Fearnley is a three-time Paralympic gold medallist
and two-time Commonwealth Games gold medallist.
Described as the “Marathon Man” of wheelchair sports, Kurt has won
over 40 marathons, including New York, Chicago and London in a career
spanning more than 20 years. In 2009 Kurt crawled the Kokoda track,
in Papua New Guinea, to raise awareness of men’s health. He is New
South Wales Australian of the Year for 2019.
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MARK WEBBER
Former Professional Race Car Driver
Based in Sunshine Coast, Australia
@aussiegrit
@aussiegrit
@AussieGrit

Mark Webber is a former World Champion racing driver.
A nine-time Grand Prix winner and FIA World Endurance Champion,
Mark Webber is arguably one of motorsport’s most popular and highprofile stars who despite the glamorous trappings and lifestyle of F1
has stayed true to his laid-back Aussie roots and traditions. His nononsense, straight-talking personality combined with his strong sense
of sportsmanship and fair play have endeared him to fans the world
over, and he remains a top-drawer attraction for media and sponsors.
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MICK FANNING
Former Professional Surfer
Based in Gold Coast, Australia
@mfanno
@MickFanningSurfer
@Mick_Fanning

Mick Fanning is regarded as one of the best professional
surfers. The 3-times ASP World Tour Champion is
nicknamed as “White Lightning” and presently ranks #2
in the ASP World Title Rankings.
Having been awarded Australian Male Surfer of the Year 9 times, Mick
has completed 22 Championship Tour Victories and has partnered with
major brands including Rip Curl, Red Bull, Reef, DHD, Vertra, Mercedes
Vans, MF Softboards and FCS fins. In 2015, he survived an encounter
with what is suspected to be a great white shark during the J-Bay Open
finals in Jeffreys Bay, South Africa.
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Mithali Raj
Professional Cricketer
Based in Hyderabad, India
@mithaliraj
@immithaliraj
@M_Raj03

Mithali Raj is captain of the Indian women’s national
Test and One Day International cricket teams.
Mithali is the highest run-scorer in women’s international cricket and
the only Indian captain – male or female – to have led the side to two
50-over World Cup finals. She is the recipient of several national and
international awards, including the Wisden Leading Women Cricketer in
the World in 2017.
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LORD
SEBASTIAN COE

Former Track and Field Athletics and Olympic Gold Medallist
Based in the United Kingdom
@sebcoeofficial
@sebcoe

Lord Sebastian Coe is President of the International
Association of Athletics Federation (IAAF), former
Chairman of the British Olympic Association and one of
the greatest British athletes in history.
Lord Coe won Olympic gold for the 1500m at the 1980 Moscow Olympics
and repeated the feat at 1984 Los Angeles Olympics, becoming the first
man in history to do so. During his career, Lord Coe has set 12 world
records over four distances, achieving four golds and three silver medals
in the Olympics and European Championships.
Lord Coe retired from competitive athletics in 1990 and became a
Member of Parliament and Private Secretary to William Hague. He
received a Knighthood in the 2006 New Year’s Honours List and received
a Companion of Honour in the 2013 New Year’s Honours List.
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STEVE SMITH
Professional Cricketer
Based in Sydney, Australia
@steve_smith49
@SteveSmith
@stevesmith49

Steve Smith is an international cricketer and the
current vice-captain of the Australian National
Cricket team.
Steve Smith has been described by many as one of the best batsmen
in the world, reaching the second-highest test batting rating of all
time. Prior to captaining Australia, Smith played for New South Wales
and Sydney Sixers in domestic Cricket. Smith’s outstanding talent on
the field has earned him world-wide recognition and an impressive
portfolio of awards including International Cricketer of the Year (2015),
International Test Player of the Year (2015, 2017) and the Best Player in
Australian Cricket (2015, 2018).
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TORAH BRIGHT
Snowboarder
Based in Salt Lake City, USA
@torahbright
@torahbright
@torahbright
www.torahbright.com

Torah Bright is an Australian Snowboarder and has
taken home the Gold medal in the 2010 Olympics and
Silver in the 2014 Olympics.
A snow lover since birth, Torah was skiing at the age of two and by
11, she had broken into the snowboarding scene. Torah joined Team
Roxy in 1999 and went on to dominate competitions around the world
including; including the TTR World Tour, Global Open Series, FIS World
Cups, Winter X Games, and of course, podium finishes at two
Winter Olympics.
Her feats have seen her partner with some major brands and become a
contestant on Australia’s Dancing with the Stars in 2014. Torah splits
her time between her home in Salt Lake City, her training ground in
New Zealand, and her homeland of Australia.
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